Addendum to
Clarification on some aspects of the MSc BMB course,
July 2012

Dear Master students and teachers,

aim of this text is to clarify some rules to the MSc BMB program of the University of Bremen that have been approved by the MSc BMB examination board and are in accord with the examination regulations ("Prüfungsordnung für den Master-Studiengang Biochemistry and Molecular Biology der Universität Bremen").

Laboratory rotations (Module E), Project proposal, and Master thesis

In order to support a scientifically broad education in the BMB Master program, an accumulation of all three modules mentioned above (Laboratory rotation, Project proposal, Master thesis) should not be carried out in the same working group. In exceptional cases, the student can apply for an exemption of this rule, only when the scientific topics are sufficiently different from each other. This application should contain a detailed justification, and if possible Lab rotation reports and Project proposal attached, as well as the plan for the Master thesis and a supporting signature by the superviso(s). This will be reviewed by two professors of the examination board.

With best regards

Barbara Reinhold-Hurek
Chairperson of the BMB examination board